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Introduce yourself to the audience, short bio of yourself



Caltrans/UC Davis and SHRP2

Applying Eco-Logical to three corridors in 
California:

• Highway 37 – User Incentive
– Stakeholder coordination

• Highway 89 - C21 Pilot 
– Mitigate wildlife mortality

• Highway 101 - C40 Pilot
– Regional model evaluation
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Highlight 3 projects that have received SHRP2 funding to advance Eco-Logical principles.



California SHRP2 Efforts
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HIGHWAY 37
HTTP://HWY37.UCDAVIS.EDU

Promoting Stewardship Principles to Gain Consensus on a Vision 
for Highway 37, California
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Robert Bregoff, Associate Transportation Planner, Office of System and Regional Planning, Caltrans District 4 is the Department contact on this effort.  Dr. Fraser Shilling from UC Davis facilitated meetings and wrote up the report. Hwy37.ucdavis.eduhttp://hwy37.ucdavis.edu/resource/corridor-plan-state-route-37Project cost $282,000



Challenges for Highway 37
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ContextLocated in Sonoma County, between Solano and Marin Counties  Crosses the Napa River, Sonoma Creek, and Petaluma RiverAdjacent land uses: cities, endangered species habitat, salt marsh wetlands and farmland.  Multiple agency/regulatory jurisdictionsFlooding risks on highway due to elevation of highway and concerns related to rise in sea level from climate changeIncreased traffic volumes on facilityWhat was needed?An approach to develop a vision for the future of Highway 37.Identification of issues related to the route and surrounding context.  Environmental issues are complex and require a lot of up front coordination with agencies and stakeholders to identify the best solutions for the route.Major issues:  elevation of highway and associated impacts to environmental resources, flooding, and constraints on engineering solutions.  



Approach for Highway 37
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Presentation Notes
Collaborative ecological stewardship approachNot the typical project-based permit-and-mitigate approachStakeholders discuss benefits from the transportation system, impacts to the environment, and impacts and benefits to surrounding communities. GIS modeling approaches and valuation of ecosystem services and transportation are being used to compare among different scenarios for the highway.



Data Findings

Land Cover Type Impacted Area (Ha)
Lacustrine 1042
Annual Grass 465
Coastal Oak Woodland 26
Urban 681
Saline Emergent Wetland 915
Fresh Emergent Wetland 568
Blue Oak Woodland 12
Barren 131
Cropland 1394
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GIS analysis identified various Land Cover Types including:Lacustrine:  relating to a lakeAnnual grassCoastal Oak WoodlandUrbanSaline Emergent WetlandFresh Emergent WetlandBlue Oak Woodland BarrenCroplandThe red shaded area shows a sound model that was run in the area to evaluate noise levels.



Overall Benefits

• Build collaborative partnerships and vision for SR 37 that 
meets multiple goals. 

• Create framework for integrated planning and decisions 
in the corridor.

• Establish potential ecological and transportation actions 
that could be proposed for SR 37.

• Working in collaboration with resources agencies, test 
value of impacts, avoidance and mitigation.

• Develop foundation for model analysis agreements 
among infrastructure and resources agencies.
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HIGHWAY 89

Generating Success for Wildlife Beyond the Right of Way: Planning 
for Cost Effective Mitigation along California’s Highway 89
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District 3 Suzanne “Suzi” Melim, Senior Environmental Planner is the lead on this SHRP2 effort.  $25,000 GrantFor stakeholder outreach for implementation of SHRP 2 Integrated Ecological Approach concepts.  This small grant is helping support an ongoing effort that I will describe in more detail.



A Partnership Approach:  Wildlife Mortality 
along Highway 89
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Highway 89 stretches from Truckee to Sierraville, CA, near Lake TahoeHighway bisects an important portion of the Loyalton-Truckee deer herdImportant habitat for forest carnivores, amphibians and other wildlife on the Tahoe National ForestPlan to mitigate wildlife mortality and habitat fragmentation is needed for this corridorAddress safety and personal property concerns associated with large volume of animal vehicle collisions.The Highway 89 Stewardship Team is an interagency grassroots group dedicated to reducing animal-vehicle collisions and facilitating animal movement across highways through mitigation, research, and education.   Picture of wildlife underpass that has been used by deer and coyote.The Highway 89 Stewardship Team has taken a proactive approach and developed a long term strategic plan to rigorously test new mitigation measures for wildlife. Very unique due to the integration of practical application of new approaches in the field and coordinated research with universities.The Highway 89 Stewardship Team’s Goals include: (1) reducing animal/vehicle collisions, (2) maintaining habitat connectivity, and (3) developing and testing innovative solutions to transportation ecology challenges. They selected a section of California Highway 89 as an ‘Experimental Highway’ to explore environmental issues and conduct applied research. The Stewardship Team distributes the results of its research through educational programs for local youth, the public at large, and professionals.



SHRP2 Eco-Logical:
User Incentive Recipient
• Supports the stakeholder outreach for the 

project, through the development of the Highway 
89 Stewardship Team

• Objective to reduce vehicle collisions and 
preserve wildlife movement corridors through
– Education
– Research
– Identify Mitigation 
Recommendations
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Education for new stakeholder teams (north and southern teams).Caltrans project delivery processCoordinated approach for mitigation, data and efforts



Partnership Benefits
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Partnership approach lead to the incorporation of partner goals and objectives early in the transportation project delivery process. Keeps project on schedule by having issues and data available during the earliest phases of a project.Establishes a foundation of public and private support for a project.Allows for the partners to become a part of the process, which creates an investment in the successful delivery of the projects. Addressing safety concerns and hopefully reducing impacts to personal property.



Agency Benefits

• ‘Working beyond the right-of way’.
• Anticipate if mitigation is needed, where an 

appropriate expenditure of mitigation funds 
would best serve the resources impacted .

• Demonstrating a process by which the mitigation 
strategy was determined.

• Unique partnership allows for flexibility in 
solutions for wildlife movement  that extend 
beyond the DOT right of way.
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Many times, DOTs do not have the resources to coordinate early and often with agencies and public entities that have a personal and professional interest in the way a highway functions both for the traveling public and the resources beyond the right of way.  This program has allowed Caltrans the resources  to work outside the limits of a project and use a stewardship approach to start identifying wildlife/vehicle issues throughout two additional corridors in northern and Central California.  Caltrans will be able to anticipate if mitigation is needed, where an appropriate expenditure of mitigation funds would best serve the resources impacted and demonstrating a process by which the mitigation strategy was determined.  Because the issue of wildlife movement extends beyond the DOT right of way these partnerships allow for strategies that lead to success beyond the right of way.  



HIGHWAY 101

Cross-testing transferability of national mitigation planning tools 
with California’s Regional Advance Mitigation Planning (RAMP) 
framework on a new pilot region (450 miles of US 101)
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UC Davis Jim Thorne, PhD Research Scientist, is lead and submitted and was awarded grant.  It applies some of the Regional Advance Mitigation Planning methodologies that has been developed as part of a multi-agency working group, which Caltrans has been involved with and has supported through State Planning and Research efforts.Total C40 B effort is $500,000.  UCD portion ___________ (checking on this)



SHRP 2 Project

• Develop an integrated, 
geospatial ecological 
screening tool
– Conduct user-needs 

assessment
– Work with C40-B team to test 

the new product

• Demonstrate workability 
and value of geospatial 
tools and data in early 
stages of long-range 
transportation planning
Test the transferability of 
regional methods by 
performing the analysis on 
a new pilot study area. 

•

C40 - A C40 - B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically, the project aims to help identify and improve three areas of weakness in long-range mitigation planning:1. The geospatial tools and natural resource data, such as threatened or endangered species, habitats, wetlands and aquatic resources, are lacking, inconsistent in their quality or not readily available. However, these tools and data are necessary to incorporate natural resource conservation into the planning phases of highway projects or programs.2. There is currently no clear consensus on conservation priorities in advance of transportation or development projects. The federal, state and local agencies with jurisdiction need to develop a regional information and collaboration structure that can support impacts assessment and pro-active mitigation planning.3. New, national-level geospatial tools are becoming available from public and private agencies, but there are still kinks to be worked out – such as data inconsistencies between states and availability. A tool that leverages these existing products and targets them for transportation planning would provide a one-stop-shopping solution that supports transportation planning and decision making.



SHRP 2 101 Pilot

C-40 A Ecological 
Screening Tool

Regional Advance 
Mitigation Planning Tools

C40 – B Pilot
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UC Davis’ approach to this SHRP 2 pilot project is to test the Geospatial Ecological Screening Tool that was developed in the C40 A SHRP2 effort along with modeling tools and concepts that have been developed by the Regional Advance Mitigation Planning workgroup.UC Davis was chosen to be part of the C40 B team, along with 2 other groups to also apply existing regional ecological screening processes used in early transportation planning to a national standard.The SHRP 2 project aims at discovering from these regional frameworks:	what works?	what are the gaps?	what are the benefits and outcomes?



SHRP2: A California Assessment 
Methodology

y 
Regional Advance Mitigation Planning (RAMP)
• Caltrans and Dept. of Water Resources = Infrastructure Agenc

Leads
• Estimate the mitigation needs early in the timeline
• Consider the environmental impacts of several infrastructure 

projects
• Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A California Inter-agency framework – RAMP – Regional Advance Mitigation Planningincorporate regional planning principals and environmental considerations early on in the transportation planning	RAMP provides a methodology for analysis and estimation of transportation and other infrastructure needs for mitigation that can inform large scale planning of environmental mitigation.  With the intent to result in more ecologically effective land acquisitions	Planning and mitigation implementation can be coordinated with regional open space and conservation plansMore cost-effective



Methods

• 2 sets of data needed
– Transportation projects
– Resource data

• UCD in process of 
outreach to 4 different 
districts

Identify Pilot Area

Calculate Regional 
Ecological/Agricultural 

Impacts

Calculate Project Footprints

Apply Mitigation Ratios

Calculate Mitigation Needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The methodology being applied includes:Identify the pilot areaCalculate estimated project footprintsCalculate Regional Ecological ImpactsApply typical mitigation ratiosCalculate mitigation needsUCD is in the process of outreach with District 1, 2, 4, 5 to generate the list of transportation projects to be evaluated.The pilot has just started this summer and has identified the pilot area.



Pilot Area – 450 miles 
of Highway 101

• District 1: North Coast
– Aquatic impacts
– Bridge retrofits

• District 4: Bay Area
– Highly urbanized
– Impacts to personal 

property, farmland
• District 5: Central Coast

– Oak woodlands, 
grasslands, farmland

– Habitat corridors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large span of Highway 101 – 450 miles. Travels through 11 counties and 3 Caltrans districtsEach Caltrans district has somewhat unique circumstances that will inform the study and analysis being carried out in that region. District 1 (North Coast) will require methods for assessing and projecting the aquatic impacts and mitigation needs from many bridge retrofits programmed for the area. District 4, including the San Francisco Bay Area, is highly urbanized. Transportation projects in urban settings can usually expect less compensatory environmental mitigation, but also issues of increased congestion and air quality management, as well as potential mitigation for impacts to personal property. District 5 (Central Coast) includes large expanses of oak woodlands, grasslands and agriculture. There are also many habitat corridors that can be impacted by transportation projects in that area, which can create additional complications.UC Davis is still in the process of collecting data in District 1 and analyzing the data collected for District 5. 



Conclusion

Photo by Danel W Bachman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there is considerable interest in these regional planning approaches, they require some investment in planning and design that is earlier in transportation planning.  The SHRP2 Implementation Grant Pilots have helped support these efforts financially as well as providing associated tools and research that help set the framework or structure for engaging stakeholders and integrating natural resource considerations into transportation planning.  By identifying issues early, engaging stakeholders and analyzing mitigation needs it is hoped that project delivery will realize efficiencies (time and costs), there will be fewer project challenges and mitigation implementation will not delay construction.   
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